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~AMATRIXOFCOMBINATORIALNUMBERSRELATEDTO 
3KESYMMETRICGROUPS 
IMMijlo~ 1. For any tuple B = ( bl, , , . , b,) of noa-negative integers bi and any 
permutation group G of finite degree, we put 
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For any integers i z 1, k 3 0 put cIk(G) := t*(G), where B = (b,, . . . , b,), b, = 
k l alp I[t is clear by definition that the right side of (1) equals &(Sn). 
Defidion 2. For any tuplc B =(b 1, . I) . , b,) of non-negative integers br and any 
permutation group G s S,,, II E ‘N, let AB(G) denote the set of all tuples 
(A t9 . . , , A,), where Al is an i x I+ -matrix over { 1, . , . , n}, with the property that 
there is an element g E G such that the columns of any A, are i-cycles of g. That 
means: 
Am(G) := {(A,, *,, , A,) I Al = ((~b)~~,~~,,~ lr;9 for all i, & (1, . . . , n} for 
all i, j, 2, anCl there is a g E G such that for any i and 1 
(t&c& l l l a ;J is an i-cycle of g.} 
(Note th. f the different columns crf an Al need not be different. Furthermore, one 
i-cycle of g can yield different oalunm-vectors (xl, x2, . . . , xl)‘, (x2, x3, . . . , 
x,9 XI)‘, l 0 l J 
Clearly, G acts on As (G) by 
h((a:l)l, . . . 9 (a;,)) := ((ha;,), . . . , (ha;8 (h E G). 
Now we can formulate 
Theorem 1. Let G be a subgroup of $,, B a tuple of non-negative integers. Then 
t,(G) equals the number of mbits of G on AB (G). 
(Note that the function g-*IJ (i l ai(:z))bd is not in general a permutation charac- 
ter, so the Cauchy-Frabenius lemma (c.f. [6] or [5, p. 571 is not applicable; 
see Example (b).) 
Pzoof. We put 
R::=(l,...,?ll), S:= r iI!+, c 
G B:={(g,p)~GxJ12~)(a~~~~~ cyiJ is i\c i -cycle of g for all I, i}. 
We count the number of elements of & in two different ways: 
(i) Fix g E G. Then there are 
s p E Ins such that (g, P)E G,. Therefore 
(4) 
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(ii) Fix p E ad. Then p contributes to /GB 1 the summand 0 or IG,,l, where Gp is 
the stabilizer of p in G. Further p and p’ yield the same amount, whenever they 
are in the same orbit of G on 
AB={p~QdI(g,p)~@e forsomegEG}. (5) 
SO, if m denotes the number of orbits of G on As = G(p,) d 9 m e c O(p,,,), we have 
I@BI = f IG<P,),>I ICp,l= IGl* m. 05) 
i=l 
Comparison with (4) completes the proof. 
Theorem 2. (a) Let B = (b,, . , . , br) be a tuple of non-negative integers, 
Then for all s-fold transitive permutation groups G the number tBCG) is the same, 
namely 
r 
II t.b,* i= 1 
(b) For any integers i al, k a 0, fik equals the number of equivalence r lations on 
{(j, f ) 1 1 S j S i, 1 S. I S k} with the foZ!owing property: If (j, 1) - (j’, I’), then there is a 
permcrtation z E ((12 l 9 l i)) such that for all j, , jz E { 1, . . . , i} 
(il9 0 - (i2, U 43 h = diJm 
(For part (a) of the theorem, cfi [4,1,3].) 
Proof. If G is s-fold transitive, th.en AB (G) consists of those tuples (-4,) . . . , A,) 
where 
(i) a;1 # a;:,’ for if i’, and 
(ii) if cufl = t&, then the cycle (a’, I l l l ai,) equals the cycle (& l l l &). 
(Only such tuples occur for any G and all such tuples occur by s-fold transitivity 
of G.) Any such (A,, . . . , A,) yields a tuple 
Ri on {(j, E) I lsjsi, lslsbi} defined by 
(R 1, . . . , R,) of equivalence relations 
The occurring equivalence relations Ri are exactly those described 
the theorem (put k : = bi) and all tuples of such relations occur. 
in part (b) of 
If Sik denotes the number of equivalence relations described in (b), the number 
of all tupks of such R!htiOIlS iS ni Si,b,. But it is easy to see that 1c~vo elements of 
AB (G) lie in the same orbit of the s-fold transitive group G if and only if they 
belong to the same tuple of equivalence relations. Application to G = S,, 
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(n 3 i l k) yields f&J = Sik. In particular, & is well defined by (1) and equal to 
sik. This proves Theorem 2. 
EmpIes. (a) It is well known and not difhcuh to show that G is k-transitive if 
hcW9 = flk* 
(b) Let w~,~ be thb:; value of the irreducible character [h] of S,, on (1 l 9 l n), 
where A is a partition of n. Then, by the orthogonality relations, we have 
n*a,=I:w,,~[h]=n~(-l)‘[n-i,li]. 
A i=O 
So n * a, is not a proper character. Assume further that n is a prime a5 and G a 
subgroup of order n l (n - 1) of S,. Then t&(G) = 1 (= Q by Sylow’s theorems. 
However, G # S,,? so G is not n-fold transitive. 
Corollary. From gart (a) of Theorem 2 we get the remarkable relation 
for all Zib,-fold tiransitive groups G. (cf. Cl].) 
Remiu% 1. The number of equivalence relations described in part (b) of Theorem 
2 doesn’t change when we substitute (( 1 l l l i)) by any permutation group hi of 
order IHI = i: For any natural number 4 and any subgroup H of order i of S4 fik 
equals the number of equivalence relations on {(i, L) 1 1 <is q, 1 s 1 s k} with the 
following ixoperty: If (j, I) - (i’, 2’9, then there is a permutation h E H such that 
(f,, 19 - (h, 1’9 e j* = h(j,). 
&n&r 2. In [2], Frobenius proved: If G is s-fold transitive, s= Sibi, then 
‘The proof can be embedded into our proofF;. We need only restrict to tuples 
(4,,==*, 4,) where the different columns of each Ai come from different cycles of 
fr,. These yield only the tuple (R l,. . . , R,) where each Ri is the equivalence 
relation “ = ” . In (4) we get (q(g)), instead of ai(g)“l. If G is s-fold transitive, the 
new AB in (5) is one or’uit of the old AB. For arbitrary G, there is also an analogue 
of Theorem 1. 
3. The Stirling number S(k, m) cEn be defined as the number of 
par!..,tions of a set of k elements into m nonempty and disjoint subsets. Each such 
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partition P yields ikWm of the equivalence relations described in part b) of 
Theorem 2 with the additional property that some elements (j, I), (j’, I’) are in 
relation, where I, I’ belong to the same set of I? This proves equation (2). This 
equation shows that the iak . tik are special values of the well known exponential- 
poZynomials (cf. e.g. [S, pp. 1884921, cf. also [l]). Applying a recursion formula 
for these polynomials (cf. e.g. [S, p. 188, last row]), we get 
k k 
t- r,k+l = w ik-‘tir (iti,= 1). r=o t 03) 
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